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SUMMARY

Threshold circuits have been studied by a number of
authors; among others, we mention [BIS-88, Br-89, HM-87,

Every language in AC? can be recognized by depth three
threshold circuits of size 210go("n.

PS-88, Re-871. It is shown in [HM-871that there is a language recognized by a family of polynomial-size depth three
threshold circuits that cannot be recognized by polynomialsize depth two threshold circuits. On the other hand, it is
not known if there is any language in NP that cannot be recognized by depth three polynomial-size threshold circuits.

1 Introduction
This paper presents a very simple proof of the fact that any
language accepted by polynomial-size depth-k unboundedfan-in circuits of AND and OR gates is accepted by depth-

The class of languages accepted by polynomial-size threshold circuits of depth O(1) is denoted by TC'. There are
competing conjectures concerning the relationship between
TC' and NC'. Immerman and Landau have conjectured

three threshold circuits of size n0(logkn). The proof uses
much of the intuition of Toda's important result that the

that TC' = NC' [IL-891, while Yao [Ya-891 discusses a conjecture that TC' # NC'.

polynomial hierarchy is contained in P#' [To-891 (making
use of some known connections between the polynomial
hierarchy and constant-depth circuits [FSS-841). The proof
also makes use of some observations of Razborov [Ra-871

AC', the class of sets which can be recognized by circuits of polynomial size, with unbounded fan-in AND and
OR gates, of depth 0(1),has also been studied by many
authors in the past few years. Of particular interest has

and Smolensky [Sm-871.
For our purposes, a threshold circuit is a circuit with

been the question of how difficult it is to simulate AC'
circuits of depth k for fixed k. Sipser [Si-83] proved that

,z

inputs XI,. . . ,x, and their negations q , ..
and the
constants (0, I}, where the only gates are MAJ (majority)
gates. A MAJ gate takes the value 1 iff more than half

polynomial-size depth k - 1 AC' circuits are less powerful
than polynomial-size depth k AC' circuits. Yar, [Ya-851and
H k t a d [HC86] improved this, showing that there are sets

of its inputs have the value 1. Note that hIAJ gates can
easily simulate AND and OR gates. MAJ gates are quite

accepted by depth k ACo circuits, which require exponential size on AND, OR circuits of depth k - 1.

powerful; Smolensky [Sm-871, building on the work of Razborov [Ra-871, has shown that the MAJ function requires
exponential size t o compute using constant-depth circuits
with AND, OR, and (MOD p ) gates, for prime p .

Recently, Yao has shown that depth k ACo circuits require exponential size to simulate on monotone depth k - 1
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threshold circuits [Ya-891. Thus a corollary of the work
circuits are
presented here is that (unrestricted)
much more powerful than monotone threshold circuits.
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these klogn circuits together. Call this new circuit C,. It

Results about constant-depth circuit families can often
be interpreted as results about other complexity classes,

is immediate that if OR(b1 ...b,) = 0, then C, outputs 1,
and if OR(bl.. .a,) = 1, then C, outputs 0 with probability
1 - l/nk.

and vice-versa. Furst, Saxe, and Sipser were among the
first to make this connection explicit; in [FSS-84] they showed how to relate ACo to the polynomial-time hierarchy.

One may view C, as a polynomial over GF(2). Using
the distributive laws, one may rewrite the polynomial as

The relation between PP and threshold circuits was noted
in [PS-881. Other papers which have made use of similar
connections include [Bab-87, Ca-89, Hi-86, IN-88, NW-88,
St-83, To-89, Ya-851. Seen in this setting, it is clear that
Toda's theorem [To-891 that the polynomial hierarchy is
contained in Ppp has certain consequences concerning the
power of threshold functions. The purpose of this paper is

where the b;,'s range over the bits {bl,. . . ,b,}U{l}, and the
pj,i,'s are the associated probabilistic bits. Clearly this polynomial can be implemented as a PARITY gate of

to give a direct and simple exposition of those consequences.

2

n0(logn)

AND gates, where each AND gate has fan-in O(1og n). Let
D, be the circuit that computes the negation of this polynomial (e.g., the PARITY gate has an additional 1 input).
Then D, is a circuit with the properties claimed by the

Main Result

I

lemma.
This first lemma may be viewed as being a much weaker
version of a result of Razborov [Ra-871 (generalized by Barrington [Bar-871 and Smolensky [Sm-87]) showing that circuits with small depth can be approximated by polynomials
of small degree.

Corollary 2 For any polynomial p , there is a family of
probabilistic depth-two circuits of size n0(logn), computing
the AND of n bits, with error less than l / p ( n ) . The first
level of this circuit consists of ANDs of fan-in O(1og n ) , and
the second level consists of a PARITY gate.

Lemma 1 For any polynomial p , there is a family of probabilistic depth-two circuits of size n0(logn),computing the
OR of n bits, with error less than l / p ( n ) . The first level
of this circuit consists of ANDs of fan-in O(logn), and the
second level consists of a PARITY gate.

Lemma 3 Let L be accepted by an ACo circuit of depth k,
and let p be any polynomial. Then L is accepted by a probabilistic circuit of depth two with error less than l / p ( n ) ,
where the first level of the circuit consists of n 0 ( l o g k n ) ANDs
of fan-in O(logkn), and the second level consists of a PARITY gate.

Proof: In order to compute the OR of bl, bz, . . . b,, f i s t
consider the circuit B, with one PARITY gate, where the
inputs to the parity gate are

Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on k. The basis case is proved in Lemma 1. For the induction step, let L
be accepted by a family of depth k circuits of polynomiallymany unbounded-fan-in AND and OR gates. Consider the
circuit C, for inputs of length n. Assume without loss of

where the pi are probabilistic bits. It is easy to see that if

OR(bl.. . b,) = 0, then B, outputs 1, and if OR(bl..
= 1, then B, outputs 0 with probability exactly 1/2.

generality that the output gate of C, is an AND gate (the

.a,)

proof is entirely symmetric when it is an OR gate). Thus
C, is the AND of at most n' circuits of depth k - 1. By the
inductive hypothesis, each of these n' circuits may be repla-

Now take klogn separate copies of B, (with independent probabilistic inputs for each copy of B,) and AND

ced by a probabilistic circuit of size n0(logk-'
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"),

having error

probability at most

1/71.

gates with MAJ gates with only a small increase in the
size of the circuit. That proves the theorem.
I

(where a may be any constant).

The resulting circuit has error probability at most n f / n a .
Also, the top-level AND in this circuit can be replaced by
a probabilistic depth-two circuit of the sort guaranteed by

Proposition 5 If C is a depth two circuit with one MAJ
gate as output and r PARITY gates on level 1, where no
PARITY gate has more than 2 m inputs, then C is equiva-

Corollary 2; the resulting circuit will have a PARITY gate
on level 4 , nO(logn) AND gates on level 3, at most nf PARITY gates on level 2, and nO(logn)AND gates on level 1,

+

lent to a depth two threshold circuit with at most 1 2 r m

and may be constructed to have error probability less than

MAJ gates.

l / p ( n ) . The AND gates on level 3 have fan-in O(logn),
and those on level 1 have fan-in O(logk-' n ) .

Proof: We may assume without loss of generality that
all of the PARITY gates have exactly 2 m inputs. (Some of

Consider any AND gate on level 3. It has O(1ogn)
PARITY gates as input, where each PARITY gate has

these inputs may be constant 1 or 0.)

2°('0gk-1") AND gates as input. Again using the distributive property, we can rewrite each such level-3 AND circuit
as the Boolean sum of nO(logkn)AND gates, where each
AND has fan-in logk n. The resulting circuit now has one
PARITY gate on level 3, nO(logn)PARITY gates on level 2 ,
and nO(logkn)AND gates on level 1.

Let G be one of the PARITY gates. For each odd integer
i,1

5 i 5 2 m , build two MAJ gates, one which accepts if

at least i of the 2 m inputs are 1, and one which accepts if
at most i of the 2 m inputs are 1. It is immediate that if
an even number of the 2 m inputs are 1, then exactly m of
the MAJ gates will be 1, while if an odd number of the 2 m

+

Any AND gate on level 1 that is input to an even number of PARITY gates on level 2 may be deleted without
changing the output of the circuit. Thus we may assume

inputs are 1, then exactly m 1 of the MAJ gates will be
1. Replace G with the 2 m MAJ gates constructed in this
way.

that each AND on level 1 is input to an odd number of
PARITY gates on level 2. It is now easy to verify that an
odd number of the level 2 PARITY gates are on iff an odd
number of the AND gates are on. Thus the circuit is in fact

rm

equivalent to a circuit consisting of a single PARITY gate
connected to the n O ( l o g k n ) AND gates on level 1.
I

3

Theorem 4 Every set in ACo is accepted by a depth three
threshold circuit of size n 0 ( l o g k ").

The proof presented in the previous section actually suffices
to prove much stronger results. A few of these results are

Now have the MAJ gate at level 2 accept iff at least

+ r / 2 of the MAJ gates on level 1 have value 1.

I

Generalizations

listed below.

Proof: The depth two probabilistic circuit constructed
in Lemma 3 can be converted into a deterministic depth

Definitions:

three circuit using the technique of Proposition 4.2 in [HM871. The resulting circuit is only polynomially larger than

SIZE(s(n))DEPTH(d(n))GATES(S)denotes the class
of languages which can be recognized by circuit fami-

the original probabilistic circuit, and consists of AND gates

lies of size s ( n ) and depth d ( n ) where the types of

on level 1, PARITY gates on level 2, and a Majority gate
as the output gate.

gates which can be used are in the set S.
BPSIZE(s( n))DEPTH(d( n))GATES( S) denotes the
analogous class defined in terms of probabilistic circuits. (That is, the circuits have no(1) probabilistic

The AND gates are easily replaced with MAJ gates.
Proposition 5 below shows how to replace the PARITY
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bits as auxiliary inputs. A probabilistic circuit C with

4

Open Problems

n inputs (and nk probabilistic inputs) recognizes a set

L C" if for all z E L , Prob(C(z) = 1)
for all z 6 L , Prob(C(z) = 1) < 1/4.)

> 3/4, and

Of course the obvious question is: can these results be improved? Currently it is not known if there is any set in NC'
(or even in NP) that cannot be accepted with polynomialsize threshold circuits of depth 3. The results of this paper

Corollary 6

BPSIZE(210~""'")DEPTH(O(1))GATES({A,
V, e})
= BPSIZE(210~o'1'")DEPTH(2)GATES(
{ A , V, e})
= SIZE(210~""'")DEPTH(5)GATES({A,
V, e})
5 SIZE( 210go'1'")DEPTH(3)GATES(
{ MAJ})

show that threshold circuits are quite powerful; it will be
interesting to see if all sets in NC' have efficient small-depth
threshold circuits.

Proof: The first equality can be proved in exactly the
same manner as Lemma 3. (The proof works for circuits of

5

size 210g"(" n as well as for polynomial-size circuits. Clearly
the introduction of PARITY gates causes no problems.)
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The second equality follows from the results of [AB-841
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circuits.
The final inclusion follows exactly as in Theorem 4.
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All of the results in this paper have been stated in terms
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